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Abst ract - -When touching the applications related to pictorial databases, then the first problem 
that should be faced is the large amount of pictorial data (pictures) to be retrieved. Therefore, 
in this paper, a multichannel storage arrangement scheme is proposed to allocate the pictures into 
a multichannel storage system such that the average response time for all possible conjunctions of 
simple spatial match queries is minimized. (~ 2000 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 
Keywords - -9 -DLT  representation, Parallel spatial match query, Pictorial database. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The fast progress of computer hardware and software technologies stimulates the endless requests 
for computer applications. In the last two decades, computers were taking a fast influence on 
people's life. Especially for the past few years, computers supported more powerful capability of 
picture-oriented applications such as multimedia pplications for entertainment products, digital 
map of navigation supports ystem on an aircraft, and pattern recognition in artificial intelligent 
applications. Many picture-oriented applications involve lots of similar picture searching, and 
this kind of retrieval is known as spatial match retrieval [1,2]. There is much research related to 
the topic of spatial match retrieval such as [3-6]. 
A spatial match query is a searching request hat retrieves pictures from a pictorial database 
by specifying some spatial relationships among the objects of a picture. The spatial relationships 
only focus on the bearings among objects without considering the distance. In practice, a real 
picture is denoted by a symbolic picture which extracts the spatial characteristics from the real 
picture. Therefore, the operational targets of spatial match query are symbolic pictures which, 
in the meanwhile, can further be used to facilitate the similar picture searching. 
Figure 1 is a simple symbolic picture. In that figure, A, B, C, D, and E are five different 
icons, and each icon represents an atom that relates to the object in the real picture. The spatial 
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match query which is relevant to the symbolic picture in Figure 1, might contain some spatial 
specification. For instance, A is to the north of B and to the northwest of C, and so on. For the 
sake of processing convenience, Chang et al. [2] proposed the 2D-string method, and Chang and 




Figure 1. A symbolic picture. 
Since huge amount of data processing is the major feature of any application dealing with 
pictorial data, a number of data structures of pictorial data were proposed [7-9]. However, all the 
existent results are designed for logical indexing. Hence, an efficient physical storage processing 
capability to make up the timing requirement is required. In modern computer technology, 
the multichannel storage device can be easily built as multiple disks or memory systems with 
concurrent accessing mechanism. It incorporates some efficient storage arrangement algorithm 
into such a powerful storage device that the throughput can be drastically increased. In this 
paper, the pictorial databases will be arranged into multichannel storage devices via a concept 
deriving from consecutive r trieval property [10] and 9-DLT representation. By using this data 
organization, a storage arrangement algorithm isderived that can be used to facilitate the parallel 
retrieval of spatial matched symbolic pictures. 
In the rest of this paper, the concept of the consecutive r trieval property and 9-DLT rep- 
resentation are reviewed in Section 2. Section 3 introduces the pictorial consecutive r trieval 
organization. The framework of the storage arrangement algorithm of pictorial databases for 
parallel spatial match queries will be introduced in Section 4. Finally, some concluding remarks 
are given in Section 5. 
2. THE CONSECUTIVE  RETRIEVAL  PROPERTY 
AND THE 9 -DLT  REPRESENTAT ION 
2.1. The Consecut ive Retrieval Property  
The consecutive r trieval (CR) property was introduced by Ghosh [10,11]. Some important 
results have been proposed by a number of researchers [12-14]. 
In 1977, Ghosh proposed a file construction scheme with the CR property for a given set of 
queries. This scheme gives an opportunity such that records relevant to a query can be clustered 
together and known as CR organization. By using CR property, the relationship between records 
and its relevant queries can be analyzed. In the traditional sequential process, one record is 
accessed at a time for the relevant query. Hence, a file with CR organization can be built and 
then put the clustered records into the contiguous memory space such that the access time will be 
minimized. In the parallel process, several records are accessed at the same time for the relevant 
query. In this case, a file can be also transformed into its corresponding CR organization and 
put the clustered records into distinct memories such that the response time will be minimized. 
Therefore, CR property shows a well-constructed data structure in our framework. This detailed 
concept will be illustrated in Section 4. 
DEFINITION 2.1. (See [10].) A query set {Qi}i=1,2 ..... m is defined to have the CR property  
with respect to a set of  records {R~}i=l,2 ..... n, i f  there exists a permutat ion of  the records in 
{Ri }i=1,2,...,,~ after permut ing the corresponding rows in the incidence matrix M,  such that each 
column in M has all l s  appearing in the consecutive rows. I f  {R~}i=I, 2 ..... n is the permutated set 
of  {ni}i=l ,2 ..... n, then {n~}i=l,2 ..... n is a CR organization with respect to {Qi}i=l,2...,m, where 
the notation {X~}~=1,2 .....r denotes the set {X1,X2,...,Xr}. 
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For example, a file of six records is related to four queries as follows: 
Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 
Rl(i ° ° i/ R3 1 0 M= R4 1 1 " 
R5 0 0 
R6 1 1 
RI, R2, R3, R4,//5, P~ is not a CR organization since there exists a column in M, such as column 
one which has 'T '  without appearing in the consecutive rows. If the rows in M are permuted 
appropriately, then a CR organization can be found. 
Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 
Rl/i ° ° i} 
R2 01  
MI  = R6 1 1 
R4 1 1 " 
R3 1 0 
R5 0 0 
By observing M', each column in M'  has all ls appearing in the consecutive rows, thus 
R1,R2,P~,R4,Ra ,  R5 is a CR organization with respect o Q1, Q2, Q3, and Q4. The clus- 
tering power of CR organization which is shown in this example, can be further illustrated as 
follows: 
Q3 Q1 ^ 
~2 R6 n~ R3 n~ ,R1 R2 nq ,R6 R4 R3. 
~4 42 
In the meanwhile, there are other important results as shown in the following theorem which can 
be easily concluded from Definition 2.1. This result will be applied in our framework. 
THEOREM 2.1. (See [14].) I ra  query set {Qi}i=l,2 ..... m has CR property  with respect to a set 
o[records {P~}~=1,2 .....n, then any subset {Q~}i=1,2 ..... k of  {Qi}i=l,2 ..... m, where k <_ m, a/so has 
the CR property  with respect to {P~}i=1,2 ..... n. 
If the concept of CR property is planted to the pictorial database construction, then the 
clustering power of CR organization can be employed to analyze the similarity between pictures. 
Consequently, the concept of CR property can facilitate the spatial match retrieval of symbolic 
pictures in sequential and parallel manners. In order to approach our goal, a spatial coding 
scheme will be introduced to represent a symbolic picture. 
2.2. 9 -DLT  Representat ion  
For a symbolic picture, 9-DLT representation uses nine integers 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, and 9 
to denote nine spatial relationships among icons. Figure 2 shows the nine spatial codes, where 
I indicates the reference icon, 1 stands for "north of r ' ,  2 stands for "northwest of I", and 9 stands 
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Here, the spatial code between two icons can be easily obtained. For example, the icons A 
and B in Figure 1 can be expressed as (A, B, 5) which denotes "B is to the south of A'. If the 
spatial relationship between icons A and B is known, the spatial relationship between icons B 
and A can be easily concluded. By using 9-DLT representation, each pair of icons in a symbolic 
picture can be expressed by a spatial code, then the spatial characteristics of a symbolic picture 
can be easily defined. For instance, Figure 1 can be further represented as the set of triples 
{(A, B, 5), (A, C, 6), (A, D, 6), (A, E, 6), (B, C, 8), 
(B, D, 8), (B, E, 8), (C, D, 3), (C, E, 3), (D, E, 9)}. 
In summary, the 9-DLT representation f a symbolic picture is a set of lexicographic ordered 
triples where each triple (Oi, Oj, rij) is used to denote the spatial relationship rij between icons O~ 
and Oj, where rij is an integer among 1, 2,. . . ,  9, which represents the spatial code, and the 
lexicographic order of Oi is no greater than that of Oj. 
3. TUPLE-BASED CR ORGANIZAT ION 
In the previous section, the CR organization and the 9-DLT representation of a symbolic 
picture were introduced. In this section, the CR organization and 9-DLT representation will 
be combined to form a new data organization, which is modified from the CR organization and 
called the tuple-based CR organization. By using this organization, a pictorial database can be 
constructed such that the spatial match queries can be efficiently performed in a multichannel 
system. 
Before formally defining the tuple-based CR organization, the spatial match query should be 
defined first. Recall the case in Figure 1. A spatial match query Q, which retrieves the symbolic 
picture in Figure 1 can be the proper combination of triples {(A, B, 5), (A, C, 6), . . . ,  (D, E, 9)}. 
The spatial match query is formally defined as follows. 
DEFINITION 3.1. Let {Pi}i=l,2 ..... n be a set of  symbolic pictures and S~ be the corresponding 
9-DLT representation of  the picture P~ for i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  n. Let {Ti}i=l,2 ..... m be the set of USi 
(i.e., the union of  S~), where each triple Ti C {T~}~=1,2 ..... m is a simple spatial match query of 
{Pi}{=l,2 ..... n. For a conjunctive spatial match query Q, it is defined as {Tij}j=l,2...,k, where 
ip ~ iq i fp  ~ q for all 1 <<_ p, q <_ k and {Tij}j=l,2 ..... k C {Ti}i=l,2 ..... m. It can be expressed as "to 
search the set of  pictures {Pi}i=l,2 ..... n in which each picture matches the spatial characteristics 
Til, T~2, . . . and Tik". 
By Definition 3.1, it can be easily concluded that if A1, A2,... , Ak are the pertinent picture sets 
of Tix,Ti2,... and Tik, respectively, then the conjunctive query Q, as defined by {Tij}j=I,2 ..... k, 
has a pertinent picture set as A~ n As N .. .  n Ak. 
EXAMPLE 3.1. Consider a pictorial database, which contains ix symbolic pictures {P1, P2, P3, 
P4, Ps, P6}. The associated six 9-DLT representations of these six pictures are expressed as 
follows: 
By definition, the set 
{(A, B, 7), (A, B, 8) 
P1 -* $1 = {(A,B,8), (A, C, 8), (B ,C ,  1)}, 
P2 --~ $2 = {(A ,B ,  7 ) , (A ,D ,  8 ) , (B ,D ,  2)}, 
P3 -* $3 = {(A ,B ,7 ) , (A ,C ,  8 ) , (B ,C ,  1)}, 
/°4 --* S4 ---- {(A, D, 1), (B, C, 3), (B, D, 2), (C, D, 8)}, 
P5 ~ $5 = {(A, B, 7), (A, D, 1), (B, D, 2)}, 
P6 --* $6 = {(A ,D ,  1 ) , (B ,C ,  2 ) (B ,D ,2) , (C ,D ,8)} .  
of triples in this database is
, (A, C, 8), (A, D, 1), (A, D, 8), (B,C, 1), 
(B, C, 2), (B, C, 3), (S, D, 2), (C, D, 8)} -- (Ti}i=l,2 ..... 10. 
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For a query Q = {T4,Tg, Tlo} = {(A ,D ,  1 ) , (B ,D ,2) , (C ,D ,8)} ,  the pertinent picture set is 
{P4, Ph, P6} N {P2, P4, Ph, P4} A {P4, P6} = {P4, P6}, thus there are two pictures P4 and P6 
pertinent o the query Q. Now, the concept of CR organization is ready to be planted into the 
pictorial databases. Let {Pi}i=l,2 ..... ,~, {Si}i=l,2 ..... ,~, and {Ti}i=l,2 ..... m be three sets as defined in 
Definition 3.1. M, an n x m matrix, is a picture-triple incidence matrix if the (i, j ) th  element aij 
of M satisfies that 
1, ifT~ E S~, 
a~j = 0, otherwise. 
For instance, the picture-triple incidence matrix of the pictorial database, as shown in Exam- 
ple 3.1, is illustrated below. 
 (i11001000;)   OOOlOOO1  
0 1 o o 1 0 o o  
P4 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 " 
t='5 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 
P6 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 
By observing Definition 2.1, the tuple-based CR organization and the tuple-based CR property 
are defined as follows. 
DEFINITION 3.2. An organization of the symbolic picture set {Pi}i=l,2 ..... n and its pertinent 
simple spatial match query set {Ti}~=l,2 ..... m have a picture-triple incidence matr ix M.  f f  each 
column of  M has all ls appearing in the consecutive rows, then {Pi}i=l,2 ..... n is defined to be a 
tuple-based CR organization for {Ti}i=t,2...,m, and {Ti}i=t,2 ..... r~ is said to have the tuple-based 
CR property. 
Recall Example 3.1. Since the corresponding M is not the case defined in Definition 3.2, 
{T1, T2, T3, T4, Th, T6} does not form a CR organization. However, if the rows of M are permuted 
properly (i.e., changing the sequence of pictures) as follows: 
T1 T2 Ta T4 % 1 00 
Pa ~ o 1 o o 
M,=P2 0 0 0 1 
P5 0 0 1 0  
/°4 0 0 1 0 
P6 0 0 1 0 
%~%%~o 
1 0 0 0 0 
1 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 1 0 
0 0 0 1 0 
0 0 1 1 1 
0 1 0 1 1 
a new matrix M'  is obtained which satisfies Definition 3.2. Thus, it is said that {P1, P3, P2, Ph, P4, 
P6} is the tuple-based CR organization with respect o {Ti}i=l,2 ..... 10. 
By Definition 3.1, a conjunctive spatial match query is the proper combination of a number 
of distinct simple queries. That is, a conjunctive query {Tij}j=l,2 ..... k (see Definition 3.1) is a 
proper subset of {Ti}i=l,2 ..... m. By Theorem 2.1, the following corollary can be easily concluded. 
COROLLARY 3.1. I f  {Ti}i=l,2 ..... m has tuple-based CR property with respect to the relevant 
picture set {Pi}i=l,2 ....... then any conjunctive query as defined by {rij}j=l,2 ..... k has the tuple- 
based CR property with respect to {Pi}i=l,2 ..... m. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let {Pi}i=l,2 ..... n be the symbolic picture set and {Ti}i=l,2 ..... m be the set of simple 
queries, and {Qi}i=l,2 ..... l be the set ofconjective queries in which any query is a proper combina- 
tion of  some queries in {T~}i=l,2 ..... ,~. I f  {T~}~=I,2 ..... m has tuple-based CR property with respect 
to {P,}i=l,2 ..... n, then {Qi} i= l ,2  ..... l has CR property with respect to {Pi}i=l,2 ..... n. On the other 
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hand, if { P~ } ~=l,2 ..... n forms a tuple-based CR organization for {T~}i=l,2 ..... m, then it is also true 
for {Qd~=l ,s  ..... t. 
PROOF. By Definition 3.1, any conjunctive query Q in {Qi}i=l,2 ..... l can be expressed as 
{Tij}j=l,S ..... k and {Tij}j=l,2 ..... k C {Ti}i=l,s ..... m. Let A1,As , . . . ,Ak  be the relevant picture set 
of 
Til,T~s,... ,l}k, respectively. By Corollary 3.1, every Q has tuple-based CR property with re- 
spect to {P{}i=l,2 ..... n. Therefore, all pictures in A1,As , . . . ,Ak  are located in the consecutive 
rows of the associated incidence matrix. 
The relevant picture set of Q is obtained from A1 A A2 A ... N Ak. In the following, it shall 
be claimed that the pictures in the intersection set are located in the consecutive rows of the 
related incidence matrix M. There are two cases of Q. One is A1 N As A ... A Ak = ~ while 
the other is A1 N A2 N . . .  ~ Ak = {Pjl, P j2 , .  • • ,  Pjb} C {P i} i= l ,2  ..... n .  It should be claimed that 
Pjl ,  Pjs , . . . ,  Pjb are located consecutively. 
Suppose that a picture Pz in {Pjl, P js , . . . ,  Pjb} is not located in the consecutive rows of M 
with another picture in {Pjl, P j2, . . . ,P jb}.  Then, there is a contradiction that {Pi}i=l,s ..... m 
has no CR property can be easily concluded. It is because {Pjl, Pj2, . . . ,  Pjb} should belong to 
each of Ax, A2, . . . ,  Ak, which will destroy the fact of Corollary 3.1. For any conjunctive query in 
{Qi}i=1,2 ..... m, the above discussion holds. | 
As shown in Example 3.1, {P1, P3, Ps, Ps, Pa, P6} is a tuple-based CR organization with respect 
to its relevant simple queries {Ti}i=l,2 ..... m. When a conjunctive query Q is considered, which is 
the conjunction of {T4, Tg, Tlo}, its pertinent picture set {P4, P6} is a tuple-based CR organization 
as well. Based on Lemma 3.1, if a picture set has a tuple-based CR organization with respect 
to the set of its relevant simple queries, this set of pictures also forms a CR organization for all 
possible conjunctive queries composed from the relevant simple queries. 
However, how does one examine and construct the CR organization of picture set {Pi}i=l,2 ..... m 
with respect o all possible simple queries? For this problem, the interested reader is referred 
to [12]. 
4. THE MULT ICHANNEL ARRANGEMENT SCHEME 
OF P ICTORIAL  DATABASE AND THE 
PROCESSING FRAMEWORK 
In the past ten years, the techniques of parallel computers have been maturely developed and 
many kinds of architecture were proposed [15,16]. Moreover, a good number of real parallel 
machines have been built and operated such as Cedar, HM2P, and HEP [17]. In this paper, the 
general multiprocessor machine (GMM) will be considered, which can be depicted generally in 
Figure 3. 
For a large database, each SE in Figure 3 is usually considered as a disk. In order to improve the 
efficiency of the spatial match query, a concept of parallel query and a disk storage arrangement 
Figure 3. A general architecture ofmultiprocessor machine. PE stands for processing 
element. SE stands for storage lement. 
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* * . . . .  * 
a '~+l~ a'(p+2)k . . . .  a'nk 
• ° , , 
a~(p+l)~ a~(p+~)2 . . . .  a~n2 
a'(p+l)l a'(p+2)! . . . .  a'nl 2 ~ fold 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
* * * * 1 ~ fold 
a ' lk  a '~ • • a' ik • • a'pk 
a'12 a'22 • • a' i2 • • a'p~ 
a) l l  a '2 l  a '  • • • a)p! 
PEII[ ~ PS21 I PEil ~ PEp 
Figure 4. The illustration of a parallel conjunctive spatial match query. 
of pictures with respect o the designated parallel queries will be proposed. The parallel con- 
junctive query will be described first. Again, let {Tij}j=l,2 ..... k be a conjunctive query and 
{Pi}i=l,2 ..... n be the pertinent picture set. For convenience, let {Til, T i2, . . . ,  T~k} be equivalent 
to {T~,T~,...,T~}. Let a~j (1 _< i _< n and 1 =< j <= k) be an element of the picture-triple 
incidence matrix of {Pi}i=l,2 ..... n and {Ti'}i=l,2 ..... k, then the parallel conjunctive query on GMM 
is designed as in Figure 4. 
In Figure 4, it is a case with p <_ n (the total number of pictures) < 2p. There are two folds of 
input to be processed by each PE. The function of each PE to one fold can be defined as follows: 
Initialize F = 1; R = null; 
While I ~ * do 
F = I AND I'; 
End while; 
R=F;  
After O(k) "AND" operations, the final result of R in each PE for a single fold is obtained. If R 
is 1, a picture retrieval action should be initiated. If R is 0, it does nothing. For a sequential query, 
the number of "AND" operations should be O(nk) for a single fold. Therefore, the parallel query 
has significantly improved its preprocessing time. However, there is a more important problem 
which is how to arrange the picture into disks such that the requested pictures are just located 
at disk i when PEi has R = 1. 
For a system with p disks and p controllers, if a conjunctive spatial match query Q has b per- 
tinent pictures, the minimal number of disk accesses i  equal to [b/p]. (Here, [x] represents the 
smallest integer greater or equal to x.) Since one disk access can examine p pictures, if we ar- 
range all pictures carefully for any possible conjunctive spatial match query, the optimality of 
disk accesses can be expected. 
Based on the tuple-based CR organization specified in Section 3, the following algorithm can 
optimally arrange the set of pictures in {Pi}i=l,2 ..... n into p disks with respect o all possible 
conjunctive queries. 
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Algor i thm A 
INPUT. M is the n × m picture-triple incidence matrix for (Pi}i=l,2 ..... ~ and {T/)i=l,2 ..... m, P is 
the number of disks. 
OUTPUT. The assignment of all pictures in (Pi)i=l,2 ..... ~ into the disks. 
STEP 1. Rearrange M into M' which has the tuple-based CR organization as (PR~)~=I,2 ..... n [12], 
where each PRi E (Pi)i=l,2 ..... n stands for the picture location at row i. 
STEP 2. Store picture PRi in Disk (i mod p), if i mod p ¢ 0. Store Picture PRi in Disk p, 
otherwise. 
THEOREM 4.1. I f  picture set {Pi}i=l,~ ..... n has a CR organization with respect to its relevant 
simple query set (Ti)i=l,2 ..... m, Algorithm A will produce the optimal arrangement ofpictures in 
(Pi)i=l,2 ..... n into p disks such that the average number of disk accesses for ali possible parallel 
conjunctive queries on GMM is minimized. 
PROOF. In Step 1 of Algorithm A, the CR-organized set (PRi}i=l,2 ..... ,~ of {Pi)i=l,2 ..... n is con- 
structed. Without lost of generality, suppose n (the number of pictures) equals kp. Thus, Step 2 





PR1, PRp+I, PR2p+b. . . ,  PR(k- 1)p+1, 
PR2, PRp+2, PR2p+2 . . . .  , PR(k- 1)p+2, 
PRi, PRp+i, PR2p+i, • • •, PR(k- 1)p+~, 
PRp, PR2p, PR3p, • • •, PRkp. 
For any spatial match query Q, if Q has b pertinent pictures, the optimal number of disk accesses 
is [b/p]. On the other hand, all pictures pertinent o Q should be evenly dispersed to different 
disks, then the optimality can be achieved. 
According to the previous illustration of Step 2 of Algorithm A, PR1, PR2, . . .  and PRn are 
evenly assigned to different disks. By Lemma 3.1, it is known that every possible conjunctive 
query Q composed from {T/} i= I ,  2 ..... m has CR property with respect o {PR/}i=I,2 ..... n, Thus, 
the b pertinent pictures of Q should be located at consecutive order in {PRi}i=l,2 ..... n, and hence, 
the following result is obtained. 
RESULT A. All b pertinent pictures of Q are assigned into p disks with no more than [b/p] pictures 
on each disk. 
By the designated parallel query Q on GMM as shown in Figure 4, if Q has b pertinent pictures, 
the number of Rs being set with value 1 is b. In other words, there are b actions of retrieval 
to be initiated. It should be proved that these b times of initiations of retrieval actions have to 
be performed by different PEs. Again, by Lemma 3.1, any Q has CR property with respect o 
{PRi}i=I,2 ..... n. Thus, Result A holds. 
RESULT B. All Rs with value 1 shall happen at consecutive PEs; thus the retrieval action of Q 
would be initiated by consecutive PEs with no more than [b/p] retrieval actions to be initiated 
at the same PE. 
By Results A and B, it can be concluded that Algorithm A produces an optimal disk arrange- 
ment of pictures in {P,}i=l,2 ..... n such that all the possible conjunctive queries composed from 
{Ti}i=l,2 ..... ,~ have the minimal number of disk accesses under parallel retrieving on GMM. | 
Recall that Example 3.1 {P1, P3, P2, Ps, P4, P6} forms a CR organization for {T1, T2, . . . ,  T10}. 
Suppose that there are three disks with three controllers in the processing framework. Let the 
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~ 0 1 1 Fold 2 1 1 1 
1 1 1 
, -$  $ * 
t 
Fold 1 _J 0 0 0 
0 0 1 
-0  0 0 
<-- right half column vector of T~0 
(-- right half column vector of T9 
(-- right half column vector of T4 
('- left half column vector of T~0 
(- left half column vector of T9 
(--- left half column vector of T4 
PE3 
Pictures are assigned 
by Algorithm A. 
Figure 5. The pictorial database inExample 3.1 is managed by a triple GMM. 
considered conjunctive query Q be {T4, Tg, T10}, then the whole job is performed as shown in Fig- 
ure 5. The column vectors ofT4, T9, and T10 are (0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 1), (0, 0, 1, 1, 1, 1), and (0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1), 
respectively, with respect o {P1, P3,/'2, P5, P4, P6}. 
In Figure 5, PE2 and PE3 should be initiated to retrieve P4 and P6 after three "AND" opera- 
tions in the second fold. With Algorithm A, P4 and P6 are assigned into Disk 2 and Disk 3, and 
it requires just one disk access in this example. 
Sometimes, the picture set {Pi}i=l,2 ..... ~ may not have a tuple-based CR organization with 
respect o its pertinent simple query set {Ti}i=l,2 ..... m. If it is the case, some redundant pictures 
can be added, say (N -n)  redundant pictures, into the set {P~}i=l,2 ..... n such that {PR~}i=I,2 ..... N, 
N > n, forms a consecutive retrieval with redundancy (CRWR for short) organization, where 
there exist some distinct i and j such that PP~ equals PRj. 
It can be easily verified that if {PP~}i=I,2 ..... N takes the place of {PR~}i=I,2 ..... n in Algorithm A, 
the optimality is still kept. The investment for keeping the optimality of retrieval time is the 
addition of redundant pictures. 
How to construct a CRWR organization with minimal redundancy has been shown to be 
NP-complete in [18]. In 1973, Ghosh had developed an algorithm for finding a CR organization 
with bounded redundancy. In 1984, Deogun et al. proposed a more efficient approximation greedy 
algorithm to find the CRWR organization. 
5. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
In this paper, the concept of tuple-based CR organization is presented. Based on this concept, 
a processing framework GMM is proposed such that the spatial match query can be performed 
not only concurrently but also efficiently. In this GMM framework, an algorithm is proposed to 
arrange the symbolic pictures into disks of GMM machines with minimal number of disk access 
times for any conjunctive query as defined by any possible conjunction of the simple spatial match 
queries. 
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